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Morgellons and other itchy epidermis parasites are a life changing event that may ruin your daily
life. Yet, even though the medical community still doesn't acknowledge them or learn how to
cope with them, with recent modern advances made in the last year roughly, you can consider
your life back to normal or near normal once again. A particular diet, the King Diet plan, has been
found that is instrumental in dealing with them. This reserve, written by an ex sufferer of
epidermis parasites, may be the most comprehensive reference you will find relating to
Morgellons, Chronic Lyme, Collembola, mites, Strongyloides, Candidia, and skin fungus. Diet plan
along with bathing, environmental settings, and various supplements and medications can bring
life back to being worth living once again.
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First when I purchased Richard Kuhn's book We was like numerous others looking for real help
free myself ...Good luck to all or any who suffer and dare to think for yourself. Also for al of you,
remember, Kuhn isn't a medical researcher or doctor, he's simply attempting to transmit the
experience of the many who correspond with him along with his own encounter as a sufferer of
this condition. I must buy into the critical overview of the doctor's wife, who views many
contradictions and dangers in this book. If an writer after writing about the wonderful
ramifications of his diet plan, his debriding soap, products and cleaning methods, recommends
to his readers at the end of his book that they have to take mind-altering psychotic medications
like ORAP to get gone the itching, biting and crawling feeling, then that is indeed a 'slap in the
face' (as the doctor's wife says) of all the people suffering from actual mite infestations. Of
course this supports the claim of the medical professionals, that a lot of people complaining
about these specific symptoms of crawling, itching and biting suffer from delusional parasitosis.
An absolute must have for families and friends of Morgellons sufferers This book was a life saver
for my son, who was simply unable to finish his this past year of college because this disease
had overtaken his body." But the debriding soap that he developed and some of his suggestions
for cleaning of body and house have given me the first proper relief I've experienced in nearly 3
years. We aren't delusional. It seems if you ask me, that Richard left everything in the diet he
really could not do without, but cut out a number of quite well balanced meals he could do
without.After having great hope, I have also come to the final outcome, that Richard Kuhn's
expensive debriding soap does not kill mites. He himself suggests to include peppermint or other
'true; There is actually research going on now and others are writing papers and books about
these circumstances. All of the above? Bronner's Liquid Soap for a fraction of the cost.In my
opinion by the end Richard's approach boils down to selling costly products from his website to
desperate people.The most helpful part of the book is Chapter III on disinfecting the environment,
but also here the overuse of ammonia is questionable for one's health. Feeling much better We’m
85% better out of this book. I personally have found, there are much less contradictory sites and
books out for suffererers from this serious, not-well-understood condition. Helpful ones to me are
Mel's Mite Process or the books of Diane Olive or Jane Ishka on fighting mites, collembola or
Morgellons, all of them without the usage of mind-altering chemical substances. Regular infra-
red treatments are assisting to heal my broken skin aswell. First when I purchased Richard
Kuhn's book We was like many others looking for true help free myself from this nightmarish
condition. This book has the answer for parasite sufferers! This book is amazing. Great resource
If you are experiencing skin parasites you need to buy this publication. He gives you all you need
to know to get your daily life back from the nightmare that is pores and skin parasites. I did
thousands of hours of research and spent thousands trying to rid myself of the skin parasites,
nothing at all worked until I browse this publication, I was infested from check out toe with these
things and couldn't also rest from the crawling and biting. We purchased extra copies and I read
it from cover to cover therefore many times. Our child did his own comprehensive research and
found this publication. I am free of bugs after years of suffering. But what we suffer from, is
physical, not delusional.As parents we were so concerned when so many doctors had no
answers. It takes time and hard work and sticking to this program organized in the book,
nonetheless it works! This publication has all the answers and in the event that you email him
the author will answer your questions individually. Having a diet to check out has been so useful.
Knowing that there are other folks out generally there who understand your symptoms is
certainly a alleviation. Richard Kuhns has probably saved so many people's lives that he might
not be aware of. I desire anyone wo knows anyone who may be experiencing skin parasites to



understand this book and talk about it with family and friends so that they understand what the
person is certainly going through because this disease affects the family too, not necessarily
physically but emotionally as well. This publication brings understanding and genuine practical
information and guidance that no physician has yet to offer our son.Eileen Unger Try it you will
like it. This facts presented in this book helped me greatly... Thanks Richard for this book it all
literally gave me my entire life back. Using the Diet & your products were a life saver. I am still
following the diet faithfully yet right now I've found that using an Infrared Sauna offers helped me
kill these critters, providing me even more relief.! These Sauna Units aren't all too expensive to
obtain one. The portable types are cheap. I nevertheless was blessed with getting the one that
could be setup in your house like a piece of furniture (a wood cabinet design) . more to work with
you as you fight what folks insist you are imagining.Thanks again Richard... Keep searching for
answers.. There is helpful information here Those of us whose lives have already been disrupted
by this disorder---whatever it really is (springtails? demodex? lyme-linked parasites? bird mites?
I've had greater results with Dr. WHO KNOWS?)-- have often looked to the online community for
information because traditional medication has failed us. In fact, the individuals who supposedly
have working out to heal us have often made things worse through misdiagnosis, prescription of
totally ineffective medicines, and--most severe of all-- by insisting that people are not ill in body
but just delusional at heart. If a breakfast with butter, eggs, bacon and espresso is regarding to
Richard Kuhn not really 'feeding' the parasites, but essential olive oil and avocados do, after that
people should question some questions. This works! And when it can, there are a lot of doctors
out there who should be enshrined in a Hall of Shame because they didn't have the time, interest,
or courage to appear past their limited training. They reached for easy dismissive answers and
handed us the bill. Therefore we've had to appearance elsewhere for help. One other thing to
keep in mind, the mite is simply a carrier of the condition not the primary cause. There is a large
amount of bad information out there. But occasionally you run across someone who has worked
very hard to determine what is wrong and how exactly to help. I have not used all the items
provided in the author's online store.!We also see flaws in Richard's 'King'-Diet. Many thanks,
Richard Kuhns. Keep performing this function.. Keep asking the queries traditional doctors won't
inquire. Many thanks Richard! Richard is normally a saint.! In the event that you read properly
what Kuhns is saying is that some of these drugs seem to possess a anti bacterial or anti fungal
impact.! It changed my entire life. It’s the best book to help you through this nightmare MANY
THANKS for Helping Me Get My Life Back! I have been struggling with issues in my home that
turned into health issues. Thank God designed for his work and effort! Thank you so much. It
also appears to me that he pushes mite victims, who look for his help, to create positive
evaluations on his book. Definitely recommend reading it! Finally after 3 years of suffering i hope
to rid this horrible affliction!! One of the only available resources for help on a topic denied by our
federal government & medical community Everything you need to learn & Do the study on how
beneficial the Infrared Sauna is, in addition, it heals the body in many different ways. Thank God.!
You are not alone! Thank you, Richard Kuhns, I now have hope that I'll get my entire life back!
Great suggestions! Some day, ideally, the truth of the illness will emerge. I have only used
Richard's protocol for a few days, but have previously seen positive results. I am so very grateful
that I stumbled onto this site, as I have endured this nightmare for 6 months. Finally a book
written by someone that is through this. After weeks of doctor appointments without success,
Richard Kuhns publication was the first resource that provided insight and practical solutions to
heal. I have not however started his popular "King diet. Check it out you will love it. These Sauna
Units are not all as well . At least right now I know what I am coping with! His function helped to



open the door to serious discussion in the medical community.' mite-killers to the bath drinking
water. Someone else did an assessment on here of this book and still left scathing criticism of
his reporting that lots of seemed to be helped with the usage of some psych drugs. THIS BOOK
We AM DEPENDING ON IT TO SAVE MY LIFE, ALONG WITH MY 2 SONS! Also they may calm the
individual down which could help increase immune response! He certainly wouldn't abandon his
thesis in a single component of a chapter in the revision. Maintain an open mind people, Kuhns
went through what many of us are going through now. But the more I've read, used and
considered Richard's methods, the more I see that his strategy creates a dangerous dynamic for
desperate mite sufferers. It is true that sometimes, the info on the internet isn't helpful. As for the
dietary plan, it worked well for him, it really is doing work for me, and I'm told numerous others.
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